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Yann Sérandour, Harpsichord Suites For Still Dogs

A solo exhibition 

April 1st to May 27, 2017

The fourth solo exhibition by Yann Sérandour at gb agency is labeled ‘high fidelity’ and takes its title from a

series of reinterpreted harpsichord pieces for an investigation into our assumptions. 

Through image, sculpture and sound pieces, these suites of fragments are dedicated to “man’s best friend”.

Thus two traditional pursuits without apparent intersection invite collectors, connoisseurs, and onlookers to

peruse (with or without a guide) : on the one hand cynology, the classification of dog races according to an

official standard, and on the other, an exploration going back to the 1950s into the historical ‘truthiness’ of

an instrument dating from the Ancien Regime. Back in favor since the end of the 19th Century after having

dropped out of fashion and suffering the rages of the French Revolution, the clarity and sharpness of the

harpsichord embellish the metrics of modern rationality. While throughout history man’s loyal friend has

played the game of companionship, training and competition. While his master’s voice is often an expression

of control and possession, a dog unfettered is a dog free to come and go where it wishes. 

Sérandour’s work in visual art explores the phenomenon of transmission through collecting and a rereading

of historical sources, reviewing, overlapping, separating, reframing, weaving and dividing periods and stories

to try to understand chance and the current moment. Via a long thread sometimes time itself is suspended in

a humorous liberating instant.Which might remind us of a saying from who knows where : “beware of silent

dogs and still waters”.

News:

Yann Sérandour, Pièces pour clavecin, La Criée, Centre d’Art Contemporain, Rennes, 16 Sept - 19 Nov 2017

Du Verbe à la Communication, La collection de Josée et Marc Gensollen, Carré d’Art, Nîmes, jusqu’au 18 Juin 2017

RELEVÉS, Musée Réattu/Espace pour l’art, Arles, jusqu’au 21 Mai 2017

Posters et affiches d’artistes dans la création actuelle, Frac Haute-Normandie, Rouen, 1er Avril - 27 Août 2017

Works presented:

Dual Truth, 2017

Sound installation, 2 vintage vinyl records, wooden support, 2 Dual record playing turntables, two-channel mixer, self-

powered speakers

180 x 250 x 50 cm

Unique piece

Two copies of the record “Vérité du clavecin” (Sarastro, 1977) with their sleeves overlapping in a wooden slot play simul-

taneously on two identical high fidelity turntables. The synchronization delay that gradually develops between the two



records lays bare both “truths” promised in the record’s title (Vérité). (The execution of the work may be activated by

request.) 

Beppie’s Friends, 2017

Used book, lacquered fiberboard panel, embedded leather laces each

Unique piece each

43,5 x 28,5 cm; 70 x 56,5 cm; 90,5 x 81 cm; 48 x 40,5 cm; 54 x 44,5 cm, 72 x 72 cm; 36 x 39 cm; 47 x 39,5; 116 x 70,5 cm

The graphism in this series of images is an extension of the covers of a group of guides about dog breeds. The size of each

image corresponds to the ideal measurements of each breed as defined by the World Canine Organization. A Mondrian-

like grid expansively and ornately extends around the books..

Work for harpsichord (Louis XVI base), 2017

Turned legs and control bar in wood, brass wires

270 x 240 x 100 cm (adjustable height)

Unique piece

Six Louis XVI style legs whose position mimics that of the base of a traditional harpsichord sway in the air while suspen-

ded from a control bar.

Work for harpsichord (E 986.15.1 lid), 2017

UV print on 15mm poplar plywood, bleached bovine bones

106 x 244 x 24 cm

Unique piece

This work reinterprets the practice of decorative painting adorning the underside of the lids of harpsichords. Based on a

calibrated photograph from the collection of the Musée de la musique in Paris, the image is printed on two separate

poplar panels, with each of the four colors slightly shifted during printing. Undermining the notion of duplicative fidelity,

the visual discord echoes the auditory disjunction in the piece ‘Dual Truth’.

Two Dogs, One Stick, 2015-2017

Pigment print on photographic paper applied to aluminum,  42 x 29 cm (framed 44 x31cm)

Stack of posters, offset print on coated paper, 50 x 70cm

Edition 1 of 1 + 1 A.P.

The installation includes a framed photograph and a stack of posters. The two separate items reproduce “The Archduke

Leopold Wilhelm in His Gallery at Brussels” (ca. 1650), a painting by David Teniers in the Kunsthistorisches Museum in

Vienna. The depiction of two dogs fighting over a stick in the foreground was photographed by the artist during a visit to

the museum, and then printed using the same dimensions as the original. The accompanying poster portrays in gold the

rest of the painting by Teniers without the dogs.  

Thinking Out-Of-The-Box, 2017

Dog tether, 9 pegs, 2 nails

300 x 240 x 10 cm

Unique piece

The goal in the ‘9 dots puzzle’ is to connect nine dots using four lines without lifting the pencil from the paper. The solu-

tion requires going outside of the imaginary square defined by the dots. This puzzle, also known as “Thinking Out-Of-The-

Box”, is often used as an example of creative thinking when teaching management classes. Here, it is recreated using a

dog tether with mismatched pegs as dots to evoke various domestic settings.


